SCAVENGER HUNT
IN KFBG
INTRODUCTION

Nature is full of surprises! Observe carefully and interact with nature from different perspectives through the upcoming scavenger hunt!

WHAT TO NOTE?

• Find some scavenger hunt buddies and conduct the hunt in pairs or groups
• Share your findings with friends and family after the hunt
• Be calm and quiet - visit nature with respect and create as little disturbance as you can
• Do not damage or move plants, only collect fallen treasures
• Be open, relaxed, and simply allow yourself to enjoy the whole journey
• In high-traffic lower area, more safety infrastructures have been installed, but please be aware of your surroundings and take care, especially in semi-wild and wild areas.

WHAT TO PREPARE?

• Set a clear route before starting the scavenger hunt. The farm map can be found on KFBG’s website or at the farm, check with our reception staff at the entrance if you have any enquiries.
• Prepare for hot weather and wear sun protection if needed
• Prepare mosquito protection
• KFBG does not sell bottled water, please bring your own water bottle for refill
• Wear suitable clothing and nonslippery footwear to enjoy the outdoor safely

HOW LONG?

• About 1 to 1.5 hour for route level 1 – 2
• About 2 to 3 hours for route level 3

WHERE TO HUNT?

Level 1: Eco garden → Plant and Us Greenhouse → Wildlife Pond → Pigsties
Level 2: Footpath behind art house → Insect house → Wildlife Walkthrough → Plants and Us Greenhouse
Level 3: Footpath behind art house → Cascade Garden → Butterfly Garden → Fern Walk → Orchid Haven

**You can also design your own unique route based on your interests and physical ability.
Nature Scavenger Hunt

**Spring/Summer**

Discover the treasures in nature and find out what you love the most!

- a heart-shaped leaf that touches your heart
- a bird nest
- a butterfly
- a fluffy leaf
- a running squirrel
- a wide and open sky
- fern
- banyan fruit
- frog
- lotus flower
- Sambalpuri Dalhara Bai pig
- moss
- sensitive plant
- a smooth rock
- a surprising fallen nature gift
- animal footprint
- ant
- mushroom
PHOTO HUNT

ENJOY ME TIME IN NATURE!

Engage with all your senses and take a picture of the unforgettable scenarios when you discover the following...

- When you hear water flowing in nature
- When you hear birdsong
- When you smell freshness in the air
- When your fingers touch a special texture
- When you see something that makes you say ‘wow’
- When you find an area with no one else in sight
- When you find something edible in nature
- When you encounter something that makes you smile
- When you see hope for the future
- When you feel at one with nature
BE THE NATURE PAINTER!

- Cut along the dotted line to create a frame
- Wander around and observe how beautiful and colourful nature is
- Place the frame onto the grass, a leaf, or any natural background you like or attracted to
- Simply sit back and let nature fill the picture with colour!
- Appreciate nature’s artwork